International Population Day is July 11, Nelson Mandela International Day is July 18, and International Day of Friendship is July 30
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The following is number thirty-one in a series of brief discussions of the Articles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the archival holdings that relate to them.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 29.  (1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible.  (2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.  (3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Article 29 declares that individuals have duties and responsibilities as well as the rights granted in the Declaration.  Originally the second Article of the Universal Declaration, it was later moved to be part of the three Article “pediment of the temple,” as French delegate Rene Cassin called the final three Articles. The language of Article 29 encompasses responsibilities from the local (the community) to the international (the United Nations). The Article was extensively debated, but ultimately the UN General Assembly adopted it unanimously.

The three parts of the Article were drafted and considered separately and then combined into one Article. The first paragraph focuses on the individual in society; UDHR scholar Johannes Morsink says the world “alone” in the paragraph “may well be the most important single word in the entire document, for it helps us answer the charge that the rights set forth in the Declaration create egotistic individuals who are not closely tied to their respective communities.” Notably, too, the drafters intentionally wrote that persons have duties to the community not duties to the State, for, as Charles Malik, the delegate from Lebanon said, people in 1948 “had no need for protection against kings or dictators, but rather against a new form of tyranny of the State over the individual whom it was the duty of the [Human Rights] Commission to protect.” (Morsink, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Origins, Drafting and Intent, pp. 239-252, quotations p. 248 and 242). The second paragraph states that there are limitations to rights, and
these limitations must be “determined by law,” reinforcing the insistence on the importance of
the rule of law that is stated in the Declaration’s Preamble.

Following the adoption of the Declaration, work began on the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
which were finally adopted in 1966. Both Covenants include in their preambles a reference to
duties, based on Article 29(1): “realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals
and to the community to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion
and observance of the rights recognized in the Present Covenant.” The end of the Cold War saw
a renewed focus on the concept of duties. The UN Declaration on the Right to Development
(1986) contained a reference to personal responsibility for development (Article 2) that echoes
the UDHR’s Article 29 http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/41/a41r128.htm, but a full
statement of responsibilities only came in 1998 when the UN General Assembly adopted the
Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to
Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

Private groups in the 1990s were also urging further discussion of responsibilities. In 1997 the
InterAction Council, a group of international statesmen, issued a draft Declaration of Human
Responsibilities, urging that it be adopted to complement the UDHR on the latter’s 50th
The following year, another group of international personalities under the chairmanship of
Richard Goldstone of South Africa, the first Chief Prosecutor of the International Criminal
Tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, gathered in Valencia, Spain, and wrote a
“Declaration of Human Rights and Responsibilities,” that was presented to UNESCO in 1999
(the “Valencia Declaration” is found at http://globalization.icaap.org/content/v2.2/declare.html).
For an excellent discussion of the development of the concept of duties, see the publication by
in International Human Rights Law, A Commentary,” 1999,

Because Article 29 focuses on the duties of the individual, the personal papers of individuals are
key resources. So are the records of community groups, non-governmental organizations, and
the general social welfare system. The records of legislatures and courts would help us
understand the rule of law requirements of the second paragraph, and the records of police and
other law enforcement bodies inform persons investigating questions of the administration of
public order under the rule of law. Finally, as archivists with responsibilities for maintaining
records relating to human rights, the records of archives and archival organizations will tell
future researchers how we thought about and how well we carried out those duties.

**Human Rights Working Group news.**

The annual meeting of the Human Rights Working Group will be held at the ICA Congress in
Brisbane, Australia, on Thursday, August 23, at 15:30 in room P4 of the conference center.
Anyone with suggestions for the agenda, please send them to archivesthp@aol.com.
Also on Thursday, August 23, the 9:00 keynote is by Judge Baltazar Garzon Real on “Truth, Justice and Reparation,” followed by a panel discussion on “Public Rights to Information and to Privacy.” For the entire ICA program, which has a number of sessions on issues related to human rights, see http://www.ica2012.com/files/data/program/Program-matrix_current_120622.pdf

International news.

More than 500 representatives of tribal people from around the world met at the International Conference of Indigenous Archives, Libraries and Museums in Tulsa, Oklahoma, June 4-7. The keynote speaker, Walter Echo-Hawk, emphasized the role that archivists and librarians have: “You gather, preserve and make accessible the treasures of our tribes, the histories of our people and our geography. Your institutions preserve the role of indigenous peoples and our indigenous sovereignty.” He argued that the 2007 United Nations Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples can be a “catalyst of change” but said that the first step is “self-education amongst ourselves and the larger society.”

Belarus/Poland/Russia. The controversies continue over the fate of thousands of Polish officers murdered in 1940 by the Soviet secret police. A Russian historian announced that she found in the Russian state military archives, in the records of the Soviet 15th military escort brigade stationed in Belarus in 1940, a list of 1,996 Polish prisoners taken from cities in what is now western Belarus. For years researchers have sought a list of the Polish military killed at Katyn forest in what is today Belarus, because lists of Polish officers killed in the Ukraine and in Russia have been located and researchers assume that a Belarus list must also exist. The director of the Department for Archives and Records Management of the Republic of Belarus “said there was not and could not be any such list,” while the Karta Centre in Warsaw said the list found by the Russian historian was not the sought-after “Belarusian list” but was instead a document the Centre had previously published that contains names of persons transported but not necessarily killed. http://en.rian.ru/russia/20120621/174170180.html; http://www.warsawvoice.pl/WVpage/pages/article.php/21270/news; http://freepl.info/2478-karta-centre-denies-last-findings-be-belarusian-list

Democratic Republic of Congo/Rwanda. The UN Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of the Congo submitted an interim report to the UN Sanctions Committee in May and followed it with an addendum in June concerning violations of the arms embargo and sanctions regime by the Government of Rwanda. The addendum notes that because of the seriousness of the violations alleged, the Group “adopted elevated methodological standards.” The Group interviewed over 80 deserters from armed groups including 31 Rwandan nationals, “photographed weapons and military equipment in arms caches and on the battlefield and has obtained official documents and intercepts of radio communications.” The records of the Group will become part of the UN Archives, once again demonstrating the importance of the records of international organizations. For the addendum to the official report, see
Finland/Kyrgyzstan. The extensive records created and received by the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the events of June 2010 in the south of the Kyrgyz Republic work have been transferred to the National Archives of Finland. The riots killed some 500 persons and displaced another 400,000. The Commission’s investigators interviewed more than 750 persons and reviewed over 700 related documents and “many thousands of photographs and video extracts.”

Iraq/United States. Iraq’s Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities announced that it would prohibit further archeological work by U.S. teams “because Washington has not returned Iraq’s Jewish archives,” various media reported. A story in the Times of Israel said that officials of Iraq’s Ministry of Culture told Dubai-based news channel Al-Arabiya that the “United States has taken hold of 90 percent of Iraq’s national archives, and is refusing to return thousands of precious Jewish documents and manuscripts,” and called this “a cultural Guantanamo.” The article quoted Saad Eskandar, the national archivist of Iraq, who subsequently issued a statement saying that he had never met with or been interviewed by Al-Arabiya. By the end of the month, Iraq blocked an official visit to Babylon by staff of the World Monuments Fund, based in New York, to work with Iraqi colleagues on a proposal to list Babylon as a UNESCO World Heritage site.

Kyrgyzstan/Russia. Radio Free Europe Radio Liberty reported “at least five online videos documenting vicious assaults against what appear to be Kyrgyz women in Russia have emerged since March.” The Kyrgyz police have asked Russian authorities to launch a criminal case based on one of the incidents; the videos are important evidence.

Libya/NATO. According to a story in the New York Times, NATO gave the UN Mine Action Service in Libya the details of 313 possible sites of unexploded ordnance from NATO’s military action against the Qaddafi government in 2011, the “first time a military force shared dud-specific locations for a campaign.” However, the data did not include information about the types of unexploded weapons or the types of fuses used in each, which is “considered essential by ordnance-clearance teams” and is “routinely recorded by modern military forces via so-call bomb-build sheets, in which each component of a weapon is documented as a weapon is armed and prepared for an aircraft.”
**Netherlands/Rwanda.** The District Court in The Hague is trying Rwandan Yvonne Basebya on allegations that she “spurred Hutu militias to seek out and kill Tutsis in Kigali’s suburb Gikondo,” the *International Justice Tribune* reported. Among the evidence in the case, along with eyewitness accounts and phone taps, are files from the gacaca court that in 2009 sentenced Basebya to life for her role.  

**South East Europe.** UNESCO held its 10th Summit of Heads of State of South East European Countries on the topic of “Religious, Cultural and Historical Heritage as a Foundation for More Intensive Cooperation among States.” The declaration that resulted from the meeting, which unfortunately does not specifically mention archives, is found here:  

**United States/Vietnam.** During the Vietnam War, a U.S. Marine took a “thin maroon diary off the chest” of a dead Vietnamese soldier, and a member of the Vietnamese military took letters from the corpse of U.S. Army sergeant Steve Flaherty. In June the U.S. and Vietnam exchanged these documents, after the diary was featured on a television program, leading U.S. officials to obtain it for return to Vietnam. A Vietnamese colonel had kept the Flaherty letters, which had been used in Vietnamese broadcasts after they were seized. Both former military men wanted the materials returned to the respective families.  

**National news.**

**Argentina.** In a feature article on the Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo, a group created in 1976 to find babies stolen by the state during Argentina’s “dirty war,” the *Washington Post* notes the importance of the group’s “stacks of archives” and its work in helping create a national DNA database to “match stolen babies with the biological families.” 105 of the 500 babies born to political prisoners during the seven-year dictatorship that ended in 1983 have been identified, but nearly 400 have not.  

**Australia.** Queensland Health is investigating how a number of highly sensitive medical documents were left lying in the street in Rockhampton, *The Morning Bulletin* reported.  

**Bosnia.** The International Commission on Missing Persons met with Bosnian government officials to discuss the ICMP’s impending closure in Bosnia. An estimated 30,000 people disappeared during the 1991-1995 war in Bosnia, *Balkan Transitional Justice Daily* reported, and about 10,000 remain missing. ICMP has a database of relatives of missing people and “more than 36,000 bone samples have been taken from the remains exhumed from clandestine graves in the countries of the former Yugoslavia.” It is not clear where the ICMP archives are or where the database will be maintained.  
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/icmp-finished-70-per-
China. The Wall Street Journal reported that since April 20 China’s Public Security Bureau has had a nationwide campaign against “investigations companies,” that is, those who researched official data to determine who had interest in private companies, among other topics. The People’s Daily said that the campaign, which has detained more than 1900 people, “was aimed at protecting people’s privacy.” [source]

India. Many stories this month concerned archives in India. A positive story reported that the first museum of Indian business history is opening at the Indian Institute of Management in Kozhikode. The museum includes a wall where India’s 100-year-old companies each get “100-300 square feet to share its heritage,” Business-standard.com reported. The Godrej Group (a conglomerate) is participating, and its archivist is quoted as saying it will add “audio-visual, facsimile of documents and other such interesting materials” to its current display. The Museum’s “convenor” said the Museum is “hopeful of more business houses and institutions setting up their pavilions [within the Museum] as well as sharing their historical collections, artifacts and documents.” He said he has written to 600 organizations and has secured promises of participation from the Reserve Bank of India and the Indian Space Research Organization. [source]

The bad news was fire. A huge blaze gutted 18 state government offices at Mantralaya in Mumbai and destroyed “thousands” of documents and nearly 2000 computers storing government files. Some of the information, including digital copies of paper documents, was on backup servers not affected by the file, but some documents were entirely lost. Citizens were asked to resubmit documents believed destroyed, including land-related documents for various development projects. A “senior official from the forest department” was quoted by indiandexpress.com as saying “files belonging to revenue, urban development, cooperation and marketing, finance, power, school education, forest and tribal welfare” as well as hard copies of files relating to land issues and forests were gutted. [source]

Later in the month, a fire broke out in the Union home ministry, destroying documents, and another fire in June burned documents in the finance ministry. [source]

Indonesia. Papua. The Institute for Human Rights Study and Advocacy (ELSHAM) and the International Center for Transitional Justice released a report, “The Past That Has Not Passed:
Human Rights Violations in Papua Before and After Reformasi.” Again demonstrating the importance of the archives of non-governmental organizations in preserving evidence of human rights violations, the report says it is based on interviews with “more than 120 victims and witnesses” of which “108 interviews were transcribed, coded, and entered into a simple database.” [http://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/ICTJ-ELSHAM-Indonesia-Papua-2012-English.pdf](http://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/ICTJ-ELSHAM-Indonesia-Papua-2012-English.pdf)


In an important change affecting recordkeeping, Serbia is introducing bailiffs and public notaries. The notaries will have authority “to certify contracts, constitute and maintain wills and prenuptial agreements and deal with certain simple legal procedures. They will also guarantee the accuracy of all court data.” Presumably the notaries, as public officials, will be required to turn their records over to local or national archives. [http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-gets-its-first-bailiffs-and-notaries?utm_source=Balkan+Transitional+Justice+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=f44efbd1f-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email](http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serbia-gets-its-first-bailiffs-and-notaries?utm_source=Balkan+Transitional+Justice+Daily+Newsletter&utm_campaign=f44efbd1f-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email)

The Serbian government announced that they will grant reparation payments to 15 survivors of Goli Otok, a political prison from the 1949 to the end of the communist regime. An estimated 200 former prisoners are believed to live in Serbia and 155 cases are pending. Each former prisoner will receive 7 Euros for each day spent in the prison, which means that the prison records are crucial for calculating payments.

Serbia’s Chief Prosecutor for War Crimes announced that he is investigating journalists suspected of encouraging war crimes during the Balkan wars. The records of state television and radio and print media will be vital sources and would have to be obtained from the Serbian Broadcasting Corporation. However, the state radio and television building was hit by an air strike on April 23, 1999, during the Kosovo phase of the war and was partially burned in riots on October 5, 2000. Consequently, it is not clear how much of the official broadcast copies exist; copies of some Serbian television news broadcasts from the period August 1, 1996, to December 31, 1999, are preserved in the Open Society Archives in Budapest, Hungary.

South Africa. In an opinion piece published in the Mail & Guardian Online, British professor Shula Marks makes a compelling case for improvements in and greater support for archives in South Africa. She wrote, “[I]n the modern state we depend on written records for our human rights at the most basic level.” As part of the essay, she points out that the administrative charges brought against the national archivist and one of his senior staff have been rejected by the labour tribunal arbitrator who has ordered the archivists’ full reinstatement, but the government has not yet complied.

Syria. The New York Times reported on Syria’s arrest of “tens of thousands” in an effort to stamp out the uprising. Indirectly emphasizing the importance of records for police work even in a time of war, a Damascus lawyer told the reporter about the current operation of Syria’s law that says a suspect can be detained only for eight days without a warrant: “I saw it with my eyes, warrants that were signed, stamped, empty, and security men come with a list of names, and they say, ‘Put these names.’ Many of us saw this.”

Tunisia. The headline read “Director of Tunisia’s National Archives: ‘We Need Action’ on Transitional Justice,” accompanied by a picture of damaged pages. The national archivist confirmed that “much of the archives” of the ATCE [the ministry charged with targeting propaganda to foreign media] were “largely destroyed shortly after the revolution” and the “files of certain municipalities and local police bureaus, as well as most regional branches of the RCD, Ben Ali’s ruling party, have also disappeared.”
United Kingdom. Since 2004, police forces in the U.K. have been allowed to take the DNA or fingerprints of anyone aged over 10 arrested for a “recordable offense” and maintain the records in a national database. In 2008 the European Court of Human Rights ruled that keeping the records indefinitely is unlawful, and the current government promised to revise the policy and the recently passed Protection of Freedoms Act modifies it. The modifications include anonymizing the records rather than deleting them completely and allowing information on innocent people to be kept if in the interests of “national security.” According to The Telegraph, the NGO Big Brother Watch used the Freedom of Information Act to learn that nearly a million samples were gathered between January 2009 and December 2011 and about 1 in 6 of these “are thought to have been cleared or never charged with any offence” and “just three forces appear to be able to distinguish the records of the innocent and guilty.” The newspaper reports that it is estimated to cost up to £8m to go through the whole database and anonymize the records; a Home Office spokesman said, “DNA profiles of people not charged with an offence will no longer be retained. Those charged with a serious sexual or violent offence will be retained for three years and in special cases can be extended by two years with the approval of a magistrates’ court.” [http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9310728/DNA-of-thousands-of-innocent-people-still-being-collected-by-police.html](http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/9310728/DNA-of-thousands-of-innocent-people-still-being-collected-by-police.html)

Northern Ireland. The U.K. Information Commissioner’s Office find the Belfast Health and Social Care Trust £225k for leaving 100,000 patient and 15,000 staff files in boxes, cabinets, shelves and the floor of a hospital closed since 2006, The Register reported. [http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/06/19/nhs_belfast_trust_ico_fine/](http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/06/19/nhs_belfast_trust_ico_fine/)

United States. The Justice Department announced it would “re-examine the circumstances surrounding dozens of deaths that occurred on or near the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, many dating back to the 1970s when the reservation was embroiled in political violence,” the New York Times and many other media reported. Prosecutors have begun “assembling case files, death certificates and other documents.” The examiners will require at minimum the records of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Justice’s office of the U.S. Attorneys, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and some military units, as well as records of the State of North Dakota where the reservation is located. Pine Ridge was the site of an infamous 71-day standoff in 1973 between tribal leaders and federal troops. [http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/20/us/new-inquiry-of-deaths-on-reservation-in-the-1970s.html](http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/20/us/new-inquiry-of-deaths-on-reservation-in-the-1970s.html)

The U.S. Supreme Court underlined the importance of archives in a recent case. The issue was whether it was a crime for a person to claim falsely that he or she had won a military honor. The Court said that the claim was protected by free speech; furthermore, wrote the Court, “The government could likely protect the integrity of the military awards system by creating a database of medal winners accessible and searchable on the Internet, as some private individuals have already done. Were a database accessible through the Internet, it would be easy to verify and expose false claims.” [http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/28/veterans-database-of-medals-cited-as-alternative-to-stolen-valor/](http://atwar.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/28/veterans-database-of-medals-cited-as-alternative-to-stolen-valor/)

Public health officials report that electronic medical records are helping them quickly spot and
combat outbreaks of epidemics in a way that paper records never could. 

The Federal Trade Commission sued Wyndham Worldwide hotels for their failure “to maintain reasonable security measures” over their customer information systems. The lapses allowed “hackers to steal credit card and other personal information from more than 600,000 customers” which resulted in “at least” $10.6 million in “fraudulent charges.” The Wyndham chain includes Ramada, Days Inn and Travelodge, among other hotels. 

**District of Columbia.** The NGO Human Rights Watch said that “after researching cases dating as far back as 2006, it intended to publish a study criticizing the way D.C. police deal with reports of sexual assault involving adults” and said that the number of sexual assaults documented in the records at the Washington hospital center “was far higher than the number investigated by police, suggesting that detectives were quick to dismiss many reports as untrue.” In response the District’s police chief asked the U.S. Justice Department to review the findings, and she also agreed “to make additional department files covering sex assault cases available” to Human Rights Watch. 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/crime/2012/06/14/gJQALzQcdV_story.html

**Maine.** The first State-level truth commission in the United States is underway. The State of Maine and five Wabanaki tribal communities formed the Truth and Reconciliation Commission to investigate what happened to Wabanaki people involved with the Maine child welfare system. In the late 1800s the United States government established boarding schools for Native American children who were removed from their families, and in the 1950s the U.S. sponsored a program to have Native American children adopted by non-native families. The national Indian Child Welfare Act, passed in 1978, set standards for protection of the rights of native children, their families and their tribal communities, and one of the goals of the Commission is to look at the implementation of the Act in Maine and make suggestions on how the State can work better with the Wabanaki people. Other goals are to find out what happened, to document it, and give the Wabanaki people a place to share their stories. http://www.wabi.tv/news/31396/tribal-leaders-state-officials-form-commission-to-prevent-child-abuse; for the official website of the Commission, see: http://www.mainetribaltrc.org/

**North Carolina.** North Carolina sterilized an estimated 7600 men and women between 1929 and 1974 when “social workers, country health departments and eventually a state board deemed them too poor, mentally disabled or otherwise unfit to raise children.” In 2010 the State established a Justice for Sterilization Victims Foundation, and a bill was introduced in the State legislature to compensate people who were sterilized. The New York Times reported that despite backing from the governor and the lower house of the State legislature, the State Senate did not include the payment in the budget and the State announced it would close the Foundation. The Foundation’s executive director said she would “try to persuade people to share their medical and family histories so their cases could be verified by state archivists and lawmakers and the public might be moved by their stories.” http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/21/us/north-carolina-
Oregon. The Oregon Supreme Court ruled that the files maintained by the Boy Scouts of America “detailing accusations and investigations of sexual abuse or other improprieties by Boy Scout leaders around the nation from the mid-1960s to the 1980s” had to be disclosed to the public in accordance with the open records provision of the Oregon Constitution “but with the names of possible victims and people who had reported accusations redacted.”


Also in Oregon, a hacker gained access to the Eugene, Oregon, school district’s electronic records on all 16,000 current students plus information on all students who since 2007 have been eligible for free and reduced-price lunches. According to The Register-Guard, although the district stopped asking for student Social Security numbers in 2006, nearly 6500 of the records breached had the Social Security numbers of students who had begun their education before that date. The school district asked the State for permission to delete the Social Security numbers but was told that under the State records law the school district cannot destroy the records (in Oregon student records are kept for 75 years). A 2010 report by the U.S. Social Security Administration found that children’s Social Security numbers “have become a specific target of identity thieves because they have clean credit histories and it can be years before their misuse is detected.”


Publications.

The papers from the Malaga, Spain, 2011 International Seminar on Human Rights and Archives are now online at the e-publication Arch-e. Revista Andaluza de Archivos No 5 - 6 09/06/2012

http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/cultura/archivos/web_es/Presentacion?id=8d230f64-b15f-11e1-b874-000ae4865a5f

The Network of Concerned Historians released its Annual Report 2012, covering events relating to “the domain where history and human rights intersect, especially about the censorship of history and the persecution of historians, archivists and archaeologists around the globe, as reported by various human rights organizations and other sources.” The report is compiled by Antoon De Baets. http://www.concernedhistorians.org/content_files/file/AR/12.docx.pdf

The International Justice Tribune, which began in 2004, is the only periodical offering specialized journalistic coverage of international justice throughout the world. Since 2009 the Tribune has been sponsored by Radio Netherlands Worldwide, but at the end of June the Radio’s budget was cut and it decided to stop supporting the Tribune. This HRWG newsletter has regularly pointed to stories in the Tribune (see, for instance, the Netherlands/Rwanda item above) and the loss of the Tribune would eliminate an important source of information. Anyone wishing to support the Tribune as it seeks to find alternate funding can sign a petition at http://www.rnw.nl/international-justice/article/petition-international-justice-tribune

http://eugenics-compensation-program-shelved.html; for the website of the Foundation, see http://www.sterilizationvictims.nc.gov/
Please share news with us! trudy@trudypeterson.com or j.boel@UNESCO.org

To subscribe to the Newsletter, enter the required information on the form that you will find on this URL: http://www.unesco.org/archives/hrgnews/managesub.php.

Previous issues of the Newsletter are online at http://new.ica.org/4535/ressources/ressources-relatives-aux-archives-et-droits-de-lhomme.html and http://128.121.10.98/coe/main.jsp?smd=2&nid=569829 as well as on the UNESCO website.